A must-see property in Hilo this 3BR 1.5BA classic home featuring original mahogany floors throughout most of interior, high ceilings, and spectacular ocean views! Pride of ownership shown with this well-maintained, ADA accessible home which sits high on property with front lanai showcasing the cool trades and panoramic scenery. Spacious kitchen presents numerous cabinets with built-in stove-top and oven. Bonus bathroom and storage area in carport and mature landscape adorned with fruit and floral trees (Lemon, Mountain Apple, Avocado, Lychee, Guava, Tangerine, Gardenia, Puakenikeni). Located on a dead end street and minutes away from Waiakea Elementary, Intermediate, and High schools, University of Hawaii at Hilo, medical complexes, shopping centers, gas stations, and Saddle Road! ~ 1,564 SF Interior ~ 377 SF Covered Lanai ~ 110 SF Unfinished Basement ~ 400 SF Carport